ABSTRACT

THE INFLUENCE OF PATRILINEAL SYSTEM TO THE GENDER EQUIVALENT OF BALINESE PEOPLE IN TRIMURYO MATARAM SEPUTIH MATARAM LAMPUNG TENGAH

(Ketut Linda Wati Dewi, Hermi Yanzi, Yunisca Nuralisa)

The purpose of the research is to examine and to explain the influence of patrilineal system to the gender equivalent of Balinese people in Trimuryo Mataram Central Lampung on 2014/2015. The method had used in the research was descriptive method and quantitative approach with the population of sample 44 respondents. The main technique of collecting data used questionnaire and direct observation and the supported technique were interview and documentation. The data analysis technique used chi quadrate.

According to the data analysis and the discussion of the test, it could be conclude that the significant influence between patrilineal systems to the gender equivalent of Balinese people in Trimuryo Mataram Central Lampung on 2014/2015. The result of the research showed that there was the influence of patrilineal system to the gender equivalent of Balinese people. With the result, that the parents should give the fair and wise treatment to the rights of their children. The suggestion which has been giving by the researcher to the orchard headman and the customs and traditions headman of village Trimulyo Mataram is hopefully can be the steering, guiding, and giving the knowledge to the inhabitants to be fair of the kids’ rights.
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